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Abstract
For a knotK in S3, Kakimizu introduced a simplicial complex whose vertices are

all the isotopy classes of minimal genus spanning surfaces for K . The first purpose
of this paper is to prove the1-skeleton of this complex has diameter bounded by
a function quadratic in knot genus, wheneverK is atoroidal. The second purpose
of this paper is to prove the intersection number of two minimal genus spanning
surfaces forK is also bounded by a function quadratic in knot genus, whenever K
is atoroidal. As one application, we prove the simple connectivity of Kakimizu’s
complex among all atoroidal genus1 knots.

1. Introduction

Let K be a knot in the 3-sphereS3. A Seifert surfacefor K is a compact, con-
nected and orientable surface inS3 whose boundary is preciselyK . Fix a regular
neighbourhoodN(K ) for the knot K , and denote byE(K ), or just E, its exterior
S3� int N(K ). We say thatE, or K , is atoroidal if every incompressible torus inE is
boundary parallel. We shall say that a properly embedded subsurface ofE is a span-
ning surface for K if it is contained in some Seifert surface forK . For any spanning
surface or Seifert surfaceS, we denote its ambient isotopy class by [S]. Throughout
this paper, we shall assume, unless otherwise stated, that any given pair of Seifert sur-
faces or spanning surfaces intersects transversely.

To the knotK there is an associated graphG(K ), constructed as follows. The ver-
tex set comprises the isotopy classes of minimal genus spanning surfaces forK , and
two distinct vertices are connected by an edge if and only if they can be represented
by a pair of disjoint spanning surfaces inE. It is a result of Scharlemann-Thompson
(Proposition 5 from [14]) thatG(K ) is connected. As it happens, their main argument
implies d(� , � 0) � �(� , � 0) + 1, where� and � 0 are two isotopy classes of spanning
surfaces,d is the path-metric onG(K ) assigning length 1 to each edge, and�(� , � 0)
denotes the least number of componentsjS\S0j among all pairsS2 � , S0 2 � 0 of span-
ning surfaces intersecting transversely. We refer to�(� , � 0) as theintersection number
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of � and � 0. It is a result of Jaco-Sedgwick (see Oertel [10]) thatG(K ) is a finite
graph wheneverK has genus at least 2 and is atoroidal. By the work of Hayashi [3]
and of Wilson [21] it follows thatG(K ) is a finite graph wheneverK is atoroidal even
if it has genus 1. However, it is a recent result of Tsutsumi [19] that there exists an
infinite sequence of atoroidal knots of common genus, in eachgenus at least 2, with
an increasing number of isotopy classes of minimal genus spanning surfaces. In par-
ticular, the number of vertices ofG(K ) among all atoroidal knotsK of any common
genus, at least 2, is unbounded.

Our first result offers a uniform bound on the diameter ofG(K ), quadratic in knot
genusg(K ).

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that K is an atoroidal knot inS3. Then, G(K ) has di-
ameter at most2g(K )(3g(K )� 2) + 1.

The assumption thatK be atoroidal is necessary here, for Theorem B of [6] asserts
that the graphG(K ) is a bi-infinite line for many composite knotsK . Such knots are
toroidal, and such graphs are unbounded.

One can go further and place a uniform quadratic bound on the intersection num-
ber of any pair of minimal genus Seifert surfaces.

Theorem 1.2. Suppose that K is an atoroidal knot inS3. Then, �([S], [S0]) is at
most2(3g(K )� 2)2 for any two minimal genus Seifert surfaces S and S0 for K .

We note Theorem 1.2 also offers a second uniform bound on the diameter ofG(K ),
though less desirable than that already given in Theorem 1.1. A useful consequence of
Theorem 1.2 is the following.

Corollary 1.3. Suppose that K is an atoroidal genus1 knot in S3. Then, G(K )
has diameter at most2.

The better bound on diameter offered by Corollary 1.3 for allatoroidal genus 1
knots is in fact sharp.

Proposition 1.4. There exists an atoroidal genus1 knot K in S3 such thatG(K )
has diameter2.

RecallG(K ) is also the 1-skeleton of the corresponding simplicial complex MS(K )
constructed by Kakimizu [6], where a set of pairwise distinct vertices spans a simplex
if and only if they may simultaneously be realised disjointly in E. That this complex
is flag, so that any inclusion of the boundary of any given simplex extends over the
whole simplex, is Proposition 4.9 from [13]. Applications of this complex are found in
classifying the incompressible Seifert surfaces of prime knots of at most 10 crossings
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(see [7]), using a method that enhances that of Kobayashi’s [9]. In [13], the first author
proves the contractibility ofMS(K ) when K is a special aborescent link. In his joint
paper with Hirasawa [4], contractibility whenK is a prime, special, alternating link is
announced. Together, this partially verifies a challengingconjecture of Kakimizu’s [5],
asserting among other things thatMS(K ) is always contractible. A full statement is
given as Conjecture 0.2 in [13].

Applying Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.3, we will prove the following.

Proposition 1.5. Suppose that K is an atoroidal knot of genus1. Then, the sim-
plicial complexMS(K ) is simply connected.

We remark the dimension ofMS(K ) is at most 6 whenever the knot is atoroidal
and has genus 1, as follows from Tsutsumi [18].

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we shall recall Kakimizu’s
characterisation of the metric onG(K ). In Section 3 we use Section 2 to prove The-
orem 1.1. In Section 4 we prove Theorem 1.2, and then Corollary 1.3. In Section 5
we prove Proposition 1.5. In each of Section 3, Section 4 and Section 5, we will
rely on Theorem 3.1 of Fenley [1] which, among other things, rules out the existence
of an accidental peripheral in any minimal genus Seifert surface whenever the knot is
atoroidal. To recall, anaccidental peripheralon a surfaceS in S3 is a simple loop
essential onS which is homotopic, inE, to a loop on�E. In Section 6 we prove
Proposition 1.4. In Section 7 we investigate the growth in diameter ofG(K ) with knot
genusg(K ), proving the following.

Proposition 1.6. For every positive integer g, there is an atoroidal knot K of
genus g such that the diameter ofG(K ) is equal to2g� 1.

It seems appropriate to close the introduction by posing thefollowing open question.

QUESTION 1.7. Considering the quadratic upper bound on diameter offered by
Theorem 1.1, can this be improved to a linear function of knotgenus?

REMARK . A few months after making the first version of this paper publicly avail-
able, the authors learned in [11] that Roberto Pelayo has independently since found a
version of Theorem 1.1 as part of his PhD thesis, in preparation under the supervision
of Danny Calegari.

2. A characterisation of distance

Let us recall Kakimizu’s characterisation of the metric onG(K ) before giving a
proof to Theorem 1.1. For a knotK in S3 let E denote its exterior and consider the
infinite cyclic cover� : Ẽ ! E, denoting by� a generator for the deck transformation
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group. Let S be any minimal genus spanning surface forK and denote byE0 the
closure in Ẽ of any �-lift of the complementE� S. Set E j = � j (E0) and Sj = E j�1\
E j for each integerj .

For a second such spanning surfaceS0 we may similarly formE0
0, the closure in

Ẽ of any lift of E � S0 via �, and then denote byE0
j the translate� j (E0

0) for each
integer j . Settingm� = minfk 2 Z: E0\E0

k 6= ;g andm+ = maxfk 2 Z: E0\E0
k 6= ;g, we

can then defined�(S, S0) = m+ �m�. Finally, for any two vertices� and � 0 of G(K )
we defined�(� , � 0) = minfd�(S, S0): S2 � , S0 2 � 0g. The following statement combines
two key results due to Kakimizu, Proposition 1.4 and Proposition 3.2 (2) of [6].

Proposition 2.1 ([6]). The function d� is a metric on the vertex set ofG(K ).
Moreover, for any two vertices� and � 0 of G(K ), we have d(� , � 0) = d�(� , � 0).

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1

We begin by proving two statements regarding the intersection of a pair of span-
ning surfaces.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose that S and S0 are two distinct minimal genus spanning
surfaces for the atoroidal knot K. Then, S0 is ambient isotopic to a third minimal
genus spanning surface S00 such that S\ S00 is a disjoint union of loops and such that
d�(S, S00) � d�(S, S0).

Proof. SupposeS\ S0 contains an arc component, that is�S and �S0 intersect.
Then, �S and �S0 bound a bigon on�E, because they are isotopic on�E. Using this
bigon, we deduceS0 is isotopic to a second spanning surfaceS00 such thatj�S\�S00j �j�S\�S0j�2 while d�(S, S00) � d�(S, S0). A proof can now be completed by induction.

Lemma 3.2. Suppose that S and S0 are two distinct minimal genus spanning sur-
faces for the atoroidal knot K intersecting only in loops. Then, S0 is ambient isotopic
to a third minimal genus spanning surface S00 such that S\ S00 is a disjoint union of
loops, essential both on S and on S00, and such that d�(S, S00) � d�(S, S0).

Proof. Suppose for contradiction some component� of S\S0 is inessential onS,
that is � is null-homotopic onS or is boundary parallel onS. If � is null-homotopic
on S then, by the incompressibility ofS0, it must also be null-homotopic onS0. The
irreducibility of E then allows us to reduce the cardinalityjS\ S0j by an isotopy of
S or of S0 without increasingd�(S, S0). We may thus assume� is boundary parallel
on S. By Theorem 3.1 of [1],� must also be boundary parallel onS0.

There exist two Seifert surfaces extendingS and S0, respectively, whose inter-
section is precisely (S\S0)[K . Out of convenience, we shall proceed by usingS and
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S0 to respectively denote such a pair of Seifert surfaces. Replacing � with a second
component ofS\ S0, boundary parallel onS, we may assume� borders an annulus
A� S such thatA\S0 = �A, the union�[K . Let A0 � S0 be the annulus bounded by�A. The union A[ A0, denoted byT , is an embedded torus inS3 such thatK � T .

Let V be a solid torus inS3 bounded byT . SinceK is a non-trivial and atoroidal
knot, K is isotopic to the core ofV and hence the pair (V , A0) can be given a product
structure (A0 � [0, 1], A0 � f0g). We deduceS0 is isotopic to a second surfaceS00 such
that j�S\�S00j < j�S\�S0j while d�(S, S00) � d�(S, S0). A proof can now be completed
by induction.

REMARK . We claim that in factS0 \ V = A0, so that the above isotopy ofS0
can be chosen to fix pointwise the complement of a regular neighbourhood ofA0 in
S0. To see this, let us argue by supposing otherwise. LetS0� denote the open surface
S0� A0. The intersection ofS0� with V is then by assumption non-empty and, asS0� is
connected and asS0�\T = (S0�A0)\ int A = ;, so S0� is entirely contained in the interior
of V . However, the closure ofS0� is a surface inV whose only boundary component
is �. That is, [�] is trivial in H1(V , Z) despite� being a longitude forV . We have
a contradiction, and we deduceS0 \ V = A0.

We shall henceforth denote by� the function 3g�2 on the set of all knots, noting�(K ) is the size of any maximal collection of pairwise disjoint and non-isotopic essen-
tial simple loops on any minimal genus spanning or Seifert surface for K . Since an
estimate on diameter is easily found for a trivial knot, we shall also assume the genus
of K is positive.

Let � and � 0 be any two vertices ofG(K ), and take representativesS 2 � and
S0 2 � 0 so thatd�(S, S0) is minimal and so thatS and S0 intersect transversely in a
disjoint union of essential simple loops, as per Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2.

Suppose for contradictiond(� , � 0) � 2g(K )�(K )+2. According to Proposition 2.1,
we also haved�(S, S0) � 2g(K )�(K ) + 2. Let Yj denote the surfaceE j \ S00 for each
integer j where, perhaps after reindexing, we may assumeYj is non-empty if and only
if 1 � j � d�(S, S0). It should be noted�(Yj ) � 0 for each such indexj , so thatj�(S00)j =

Pd�(S,S0)
j =1 j�(Yj )j. Here, �(S) denotes the Euler characteristic of a surfaceS.

Claim. For the finite sequencefYj : 2� j � d�(S, S0)�1g of non-empty surfaces,
there are�(K ) consecutive indices whose corresponding surfaces each have zero Eu-
ler characteristic. That is, there exists a natural number r, with 1 � r � d�(S, S0) ��(K )� 1, such that�(Yj ) = 0 for each j with r+ 1� j � r + �(K ).

Proof. SetkKk equal to 2g(K ) � 1, the Thurston norm [16] of either generator

of H2(E, �E). In the identity kKk = j�(S00)j =
Pd�(S,S0)

j =1 j�(Yj )j, only at mostkKk
of the summandsj�(Yj )j can be non-zero. The proof will now be completed by a
pigeonhole-type argument, in the following manner.
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We denote byw the string (w2,:::,wd�(S,S0)�1) of binary digits, wherew j is defined
equal to 0 if�(Yj ) is 0 or otherwise 1 for each of the indicesj 2 f2,: : : , d�(S, S0)�1g.
If it should happen that for any�(K ) consecutive binary digitsw j at least one is al-
ways non-zero, we would then have the estimatejwj � (kKk+1)�(K )�1 on the lengthjwj of w. This follows from the fact that only at mostkKk of the binary digitsw j

can be non-zero. We can now find an upper bound ford(� , � 0) as follows:

d(� , � 0) = d�(S, S0)
= jwj + 2

� (kKk + 1)�(K ) + 1

= 2g(K )�(K ) + 1.

According to our standing assumption ond(� ,� 0), this is absurd. We deduce that there
exist �(K ) consecutive zeroswr +1, : : : , wr +�(K ), thus proving the claim.

After shifting the indexingE j by r , we havej�(Yj )j = 0 for 1� j � �(K ), and
the setY1 [ � � � [ Y�(K ) is both non-empty and a union of pairwise disjoint annuli.
Note that bothY0 and Y�(K )+1 are necessarily non-empty. In particular, bothS1 \ S00
and S�(K )+1 \ S00 are non-empty. There thus exists a subannulusA of Y1 [ � � � [ Y�(K )

ending onS1 and onS�(K )+1.

Claim. There exist natural numbers p and q, with 1 � p < q � �(K ) + 1, for
which there is a component� of A\ Sp and a component� of A\ Sq such that�(�)
and �(�) are isotopic loops on S.

Proof. For each 1� j � �(K )+1, �(A\Sj ) is a non-empty collection of essential,
pairwise disjoint and pairwise non-isotopic loops onS, and the two sets�(A\ Si ) and�(A\Sj ) are disjoint for distincti and j . Since any collection of pairwise disjoint and
non-isotopic essential simple loops onS has size at most�(K ), we deduce the claim.

Let A be the family of all those subannuli ofA bounded by any pair of loops
found in the previous claim. Then,A is non-empty and we can chooseA0 2A minimal
subject to inclusion. The annulusA00 � S bounded by�(�A0) has interior disjoint from�(A0) and so the union�(A0) [ A00, denotedT , is an embedded torus inE.

Claim. T is incompressible in E.

Proof. We shall check the inclusione: T ! E induces an injectione� : �1(T) !�1(E) on fundamental groups. Let� be either component of�A0, and let p < q be
such that�A0 � Sp \ Sq. Let the simple loop � T be the union of an arc in�(A0)
and an arc inA00. Observe that�1(T) is generated by�(�) and  , and that the image
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of �(�) and the image ofe�( ) in H1(E) �= Z are 0 andq � p, respectively. Since
q� p is non-zero, it follows Ker(e�) is contained in the grouph�(�)i. However,�(�)
is an essential loop on the incompressible surfaceS in E. Hence Ker(e�) is trivial,
and T is incompressible inE.

Claim. T is essential in E.

Proof. The loop�(�) � T is essential onS. It follows from Theorem 3.1 [1] that�(�) is not isotopic inE(K ) to a simple loop on�E. HenceT can not be boundary
parallel in E.

We now have a contradiction, forK is atoroidal, and we deduce 2g(K )�(K ) + 1
is an upper bound for the diameter ofG(K ). This completes a proof of Theorem 1.1.

4. Proof of Theorem 1.2

We shall once more denote by�(K ) the number 3g(K )� 2. An argument similar
to that found in the proof of both Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 permits us to represent
any given pair of vertices ofG(K ) by a pair of spanning surfaces forK intersecting
transversely and minimally, up to isotopy, in loops essential on both surfaces.

Let S and S0 be a pair of such spanning surfaces. Suppose for contradiction thatjS\ S0j � 2�(K )2 + 1. Then, there exist two distinct annuliA � S and A0 � S0 such
that jA \ A0j = 3 and�A [ �A0 � A \ A0. To see this, consider anl �m array, with
1� l , m� �(K ), whose entries are non-negative integers summing to 2�(K )2 + 1. It is
not so hard to see that at least one of these entries must be at least 3. We may further
assumeA is minimal subject to inclusion, so that no component ofA \ (S0 � A0) is
isotopic onS0 to the core ofA0.

The unionA[ A0 always separates the 3-sphere into three components, whoseclo-
sures we denote byX1, X2, X3 and indexed so thatK � X3. Note it can happen that
one of theXi fails to be a manifold, in which case its frontier, frXi , is homeomorphic
to an immersed torus whose singular set is the simple loop intA\ int A0.

Claim. int X3 is not an open solid torus.

Proof. Suppose for contradiction intX3 is an open solid torus. As the knotK is
atoroidal, so eitherK is contained in a compact 3-ball inside intX3 or K is a core of
int X3, and we rule out both cases separately as follows.

CASE I. K is contained in a compact3-ball B � int X3. Since S is connected
and sinceS\ fr X3 contains a simple loop essential onS, so S\ �B also contains
a simple loop essential onS. Thus, there exists a discD disjoint from the knotK
whose boundary�D is a non-trivial simple loop onS. However, S is incompressible
and we therefore have a contradiction.
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CASE II. K is a core of int X3. Let F denote the open surfaceS\ (int X3 �
N(K )). Then, F is necessarily a non-empty disjoint union of open annuli, for the
inclusion of F in E descends to a monomorphism on fundamental groups that factors
through the abelian group�1(int X3 � N(K )) �= Z � Z. Thus, S contains an annulus
with one boundary component equal toK and the other a component ofS\ S0. That
is, S and S0 intersect in at least one simple loop peripheral onS. However, this is
contrary to the standing assumption thatS and S0 intersect only in loops essential on
S (and onS0).

To complete a proof of Theorem 1.2 it suffices to rule out the following two mu-
tually exclusive cases. These correspond to the two distinct ways in which A and A0
can intersect one another.

CASE I. fr X1, fr X2, fr X3 are each tori. Then, at least one ofX1 [ X2 and X3

is a solid torus and, according to the claim, it can only beX1 [ X2. It follows that
both X1 and X2 are solid tori, and, using van Kampen’s theorem, at least one, say
X1, has a product structure (X1, A00) �= (A00 � [0, 1], A00 � f0g), where A00 � fr X1 \ S
is an annulus. Thus,S is ambient isotopic to a second Seifert surface intersecting S0
fewer than�([S], [S0]) times and this is absurd.

CASE II. Exactly one offr X1, fr X2, fr X3 is not an embedded torus. Then, either
fr X3 is not an embedded torus or exactly one of frX1 or fr X2 is not an embedded
torus. We thus need only consider the following two subcases.

SUBCASE II.1. fr X3 is an immersed singular torus. Then, N(X1[X2) is necessari-
ly a solid torus. It follows bothX1 and X2 are solid tori and at least one, sayX1, has a
product structure (X1, A00) �= (A00� [0, 1], A00�f0g), whereA00 � fr X1\S is an annulus.
Once more, we will findS is ambient isotopic to a second Seifert surface intersecting S0
fewer than�([S], [S0]) times and this is absurd.

SUBCASE II.2. fr X3 is an embedded torus. Then, X1[ X2 is necessarily a solid
torus. Let F 0 denote that component ofS0 \ (X1 [ X2) containing intA \ int A0. The
minimality of A implies �F 0��A comprises of loops essential onS0, none of which is
isotopic onS0 to the core ofA0. Hence�1(F 0) is non-abelian and, asS0 is incompress-
ible, the inclusion ofF 0 in E descends to a monomorphism on fundamental groups. In
particular, it has non-abelian image. However, this monomorphism also factors through
the abelian group�1(X1 [ X2) �= Z and as such has abelian image, a contradiction.

We thus complete a proof of Theorem 1.2. Let us finish this section by providing
a proof of Corollary 1.3.

Proof of Corollary 1.3. Let�1 and �2 be two vertices ofG(K ). Let S1 2 �1 and
S2 2 �2 be a pair of representative spanning surfaces, together realising intersection
number, and such thatS1 \ S2 is a collection of loops, perhaps empty, essential both
on S1 and onS2. Then, sinceg(S1) andg(S2) are both equal to 1, soS1\S2 comprises
only of non-separating loops, parallel onS1 and onS2. Applying to Theorem 1.2, we
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have jS1 \ S2j � 2 and it follows that each lift ofS2 intersects at most one lift ofS1.
Thus, d�(S1, S2) � 2. By Proposition 2.1, we haved(�1, �2) � 2 as required.

5. Proof of Proposition 1.5

We shall need the following criterion for the simple connectivity of a simplicial
complex whose 1-skeleton is a metric graph of diameter at most 2, and then a restric-
tion on the intersection number of two genus 1 spanning surfaces.

Lemma 5.1. SupposeC is a simplicial complex, whose 1-skeleton can be re-
alised as a metric graph of diameter at most2, for which every simplicial circuit of
length at most5 is contractible. Then, C is simply connected.

Proof. Let�1, : : : , �n be the cyclically indexed vertices of a circuitc of length n.
Sinced(�1, �i ) � 2 for 3� i � n�1, so there exists a simplicial path of length at most
2 connecting�1 to �i for each suchi . It follows c can be expressed as a finite sum of
simplicial 3-, 4- and 5-circuits. Each such circuit is contractible, by assumption, and
so c must also be contractible. Hence,C is simply connected.

By the proof of Corollary 1.3, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 5.2. Let K be an atoroidal genus1 knot. Then, for any pair of vertices� and � 0 of G(K ), we have�(� , � 0) 2 f0, 2g.
In proving the following lemma, we shall make use of a construction that amounts

to a special case of the so-calleddouble curve sum, after Scharlemann-Thompson [14],
and of a construction of Kakimizu’s [6].

Lemma 5.3. Let K be an atoroidal genus1 knot. For any pair of vertices�
and � 0 of G(K ), with d(� , � 0) = 2, there exists a third vertexÆ such that d(Æ, � ) =
d(Æ, � 0) = 1 and such that, for any fourth vertex�, if �(�, � ) = �(�, � 0) = 0, then�(�, Æ) = 0.

Proof. By Lemma 5.2 and arguments given in Section 3, there exist representa-
tives S 2 � and S0 2 � 0 such thatS\ S0 is a pair of loops essential both onS and
on S0. Let P � S denote the 3-holed sphere bordered by�S and by S\ S0, and let
A0 � S0 be the closed annulus bordered byS\ S0. Then, P[ A0 is a genus 1 spanning
surface for the knotK and, after a small isotopy, is disjoint from bothS and S0. We
take Æ to be the isotopy class [P[ A0], noting that�(Æ, � ) = �(Æ, � 0) = 0 by construction.
Sinced(� , � 0) = 2, sod(Æ, � ) = d(Æ, � 0) = 1.

Now suppose� is a fourth vertex, adjacent to both� and � 0. We claim that�(Æ, �) = 0, and to prove this it suffices to prove the existence of a representative of�
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simultaneously disjoint both fromS and fromS0. By assumption,�(�,� ) = 0 and hence
there exists a representativeR 2 � disjoint from S. Perhaps after replacingR with an
isotopic surface also disjoint fromS, we may further assume thatR is transverse toS0.

As �(�, � 0) = 0, by Proposition 4.8 (2) of [13] there exists a product region V
betweenR and S0 such thatV \ R = fr V \ R and V \ S0 = fr V \ S0. Note that,
should S\ V not be empty, thenS\ V is parallel inV to a subsurface ofS0 \ V , by
Corollary 3.2 of [20]. It followsS and S0 would share a removable intersection, and
this is absurd. Thus,S\ V is empty. We can therefore use the regionV to replaceR
with an isotopic surfaceR0 such thatR0 and S are disjoint and such thatjR0 \ S0j �jR\ S0j � 1.

Continuing inductively, we deduceR is isotopic to a spanning surface simultaneous-
ly disjoint both fromS and fromS0.

Lemma 5.4. Let K be an atoroidal genus1 knot. Suppose� , �1 and �2 are
three vertices ofG(K ) such that d(� , �1) = d(� , �2) = 2 and such that d(�1, �2) = 1.
Then, there exist two verticesÆ1 and Æ2 of G(K ) such that d(� , Æi ) = d(Æi , �i ) = 1, for
i 2 f1, 2g, and such that d(Æ1, Æ2) � 1.

Proof. Let S 2 � , S1 2 �1 and S2 2 �2 be such thatS1 \ S2 is empty and such
that S intersects bothS1 and S2 transversely and in a collection of loops essential on
each surface.

Let Ẽ denote the infinite cyclic cover of the knot exteriorE, with covering map
denoted�, and denote by� either generator of the deck transformation group. LetS̃1,0

denote any lift ofS1, and let S̃1,n denote the translate� n(S̃1,0) for each integern 2 Z.
We similarly introduce the notatioñS2,n, where S̃2,0 is to separatẽS1,0 and S̃1,1.

The following claim permits us to isotopeS so that in addition each lift ofS inter-
sects only one lift ofS1 and only one lift ofS2. Recall the definition of the function
d� from Section 2.

Claim. There exists an isotopy of S after which d�(S, S1) = d�(S, S2) = 2.

Proof. Supposed�(S, S1) + d�(S, S2) � 5, and denote bỹS any lift of S. Then,
sinced�(� , �1) = d�(� , �2) = 2, so there exists a componentR of ��1(S1[S2) such that
R\ S̃ is not empty and for which there exists an isotopy ofS lifting to an isotopy ofS̃
after which R\ S̃ is empty. By Proposition 4.8 (2) of [13], there thus exists a product
region V in Ẽ betweenR and S̃ and such thatV \ R = fr V \ R and V \ S̃= fr V \ S̃.
As S̃ and each component of��1(S1 [ S2) separate inẼ, so there exists a subregion
V 0 � V such thatV 0\(S̃[��1(S1[S2)) = fr V 0. Let us denote byR0 the one component
of ��1(S1 [ S2) such thatR0 \ V 0 is not empty.

Applying Corollary 3.2 of [20] to the product regionV , we find R0\V 0 and S̃\V 0
are parallel throughV 0. Note, V 0 is contained in a single fundamental region. Pro-
jecting V 0 to E then, we can therefore isotopeS so as to remove the corresponding
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intersection betweenR0 and S̃ and without introducing any new intersections between��1(S1 [ S2) and S̃.
That is, so long asd�(S, S1) + d�(S, S2) � 5, we can successively remove inter-

sections between��1(S1[S2) and S̃ via an isotopy ofS. There are only finitely many
such intersections to begin with, thus in finite time we construct an isotopy ofS after
which d�(S, S1) + d�(S, S2) � 4. The statement of the claim is deduced.

Isotope S as indicated by the claim, and denote byS̃ the lift of S intersecting
S̃1,0 and S̃2,0. Now let N denote a small regular neighbourhood ofS̃[ S̃1,0[ S̃2,0 in
the infinite cyclic coverẼ, so that� j (N) is disjoint from S̃, S̃1,0 and S̃2,0 for each
non-zero integerj . We define R̃1 and R̃2 to be the two “outermost” components of
fr N, that is R̃1 and R̃2 bound a region inẼ containingN and indexed so that̃R1 and
S̃2,0 are separated bỹS1,0. Note, R̃1 and ��1(R̃2) are disjoint, are both 1-holed tori,
and are both contained in the fundamental region bordered byS̃1,�1 and S̃1,0. Thus,
R̃1 and ��1(R̃2) project to disjoint genus 1 spanning surfaces, denoted respectively R1

and R2, both of which are disjoint fromS1 and from S2.
Finally, we respectively defineÆ1 and Æ2 to be the isotopy classes [R1] and [R2].

This completes a proof of Lemma 5.4.

In view of Corollary 1.3 and Lemma 5.1, to prove the simple connectivity of
MS(K ), for an atoroidal genus 1 knotK , it suffices to prove the following three
claims.

Claim. Every simplicial3-circuit in MS(K ) is contractible.

Proof. This is immediate, forMS(K ) is a flag simplicial complex. That is, any
embedding of the 1-skeleton of any given simplex intoG(K ) is the restriction of an
embedding from the whole simplex intoMS(K ).

Claim. Every simplicial4-circuit in MS(K ) is contractible.

Proof. Suppose�1, �2, �3, �4 are the cyclically indexed vertices of a simplicial
4-circuit in MS(K ). Assumingd(�1, �3) = 2, by Lemma 5.3 there exists a vertexÆ
such thatd(Æ, �1) = d(Æ, �3) = 1 and such that�(Æ, �2) = �(Æ, �4) = 0. We deduceÆ spans
an edge with�2 and with �4. Appealing to the previous claim, one may now find an
appropriate compressing disc as the union of at most four 2-simplices.

The remaining cases may be similarly treated.

Claim. Every simplicial5-circuit in MS(K ) is contractible.

Proof. Suppose�1, �2, �3, �4, �5 are the cyclically indexed vertices of a simplicial
5-circuit in MS(K ). Assumingd(�1, �3) = d(�1, �4) = 2, by Lemma 5.4 there exist
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verticesÆ3 and Æ4 of G(K ) such thatd(�1, Æi ) = d(Æi , �i ) = 1, for i 2 f3, 4g, and such
that d(Æ3, Æ4) � 1. If furthermoreÆ3 and Æ4 are distinct, then (�1, Æ3, Æ4) is a 3-circuit
and (�1, �2, �3, Æ3), (Æ3, �3, �4, Æ4), and (�1, Æ4, �4, �5) are each circuits of length at most
4. Appealing to the previous two claims respectively, one may now find an appropriate
compressing disc as the union of at most four other discs.

The remaining cases may be similarly treated.

This completes a proof of Proposition 1.5.

6. A genus 1 knot

The purpose of this section is to prove Proposition 1.4, thatis to construct an
atoroidal genus 1 knotK whose graphG(K ) has diameter 2.

Let V0 be a solid torus, and letA1 and A2 be annuli on�V0 essential inV0 such
that �A1 \ �A2 = �A1 = �A2 and such that the cyclic group�1(V0) is not generated
by the core ofA1. Note, �A1 [ �A2 = �V0. Let V be a genus 2 handlebody obtained
from V0 by attaching a 1-handleD2 � [1, 2], where D2 � fi g is identified with a disc
in int Ai for both i 2 f1, 2g. By assumption, the region inV bounded byA1 and A2

does not admit a product structureA1� [0, 1]. After pushing intAi into intV , for both
i 2 f1, 2g, we have a pair of annuli properly embedded inV .

Let �, � be the two components of�A1, with orientation induced by either orien-
tation of A1 (see Fig. 1). We can chooseA1 and a band sumk of � and� such thatk
is complicatedwith respect to a preferred maximal meridan systemfD1, D2, D3g for V ,
in the sense of Kobayashi [8]. That is, ifR1 and R2, both compact 3-holed spheres,
denote the two components of�V � int N(�D1 [ �D2 [ �D3), then:
• There is no bigonB on �V such that�B is the union of a subarc ofk and a
subarc of�Ri for somei 2 f1, 2g, and
• For any two boundary components of either 3-holed sphereRi , there is a subarc
of k joining them in Ri .

Appealing to Lemma 6.1 of [8], we have the following.

Lemma 6.1. �V � int N(k) is incompressible in V.

Perhaps after an isotopy, we may assumek is disjoint from � [ �. Let � denote
any graph with two vertices, connected by three edges, embedded in S3 and whose
exterior W admits a complete and finite volume hyperbolic metric with totally geodesic
boundary. According to Section 3.3 of [17], one may, for instance, take� to be the
Kinoshita theta curve. Letf : V ! N(�) be any homeomorphism, and defineK equal
to the imagef (k). Let N(K ) be a regular neighbourhood ofK in S3 such thatN(K )\
f (V) and N(K ) \ W are regular neighbourhoods ofK in f (V) and W respectively.
Note, the exteriorE = S3� int N(K ) of K is the union of f (V)� int N(K ) and W�
int N(K ), with common subsurface� f (V) � int N(K ) = �W � int N(K ). It should
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Fig. 1. The curvek is a band sum of� and �, and is compli-
cated with respect to the indicated maximal meridan system in
the sense of Kobayashi.

also be noted thatf (V) � int N(K ) is homeomorphic tof (V) via a homeomorphism
constant on� f (V) � int N(K ), and thatW � int N(K ) is homeomorphic toW via a
homeomorphism constant on�W � int N(K ).

Lemma 6.2. The surface�W � int N(K ) is incompressible in W.

Proof. SinceK is an essential loop on�W so the natural inclusion�W�intN(K )!�W descends to an injection on fundamental groups. AsW admits a hyperbolic metric
in which �W is totally geodesic so�W is incompressible inW, and we find the natural
homomorphism�1(�W� int N(K )) ! �1(W) is also injective. It follows�W� int N(K )
is incompressible inW.

Lemma 6.3. K is a non-trivial knot inS3.

Proof. According to Lemma 6.1, the group�1(�V � int N(K )) naturally injects
into �1(V). According to Lemma 6.2, the same group�1(�V � int N(K )) naturally
injects into�1(W). The knot group�1(E) is, by using van Kampen’s theorem, there-
fore isomorphic to the amalgamated free product of�1(V) and�1(W) over a common
subgroup isomorphic to the fundamental group of a 2-holed torus. Hence,�1(E) is a
non-abelian group, andK cannot be a trivial knot.
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Lemma 6.4. The pair (W, �W � int N(K )) does not contain an essential annu-
lus. That is, suppose A is an essential annulus properly embedded in W, with �A ��W� int N(K ). Then, A is parallel to an annulus in�W� int N(K ) or to the annulus
N(K ) \ �W.

Proof. The pair (W, �W) cannot contain an essential annulus, forW admits a
hyperbolic metric in which�W is totally geodesic. LetA be any incompressible an-
nulus properly embedded inW � int N(K ) so that�A � �W � int N(K ). Then, A is
parallel in W to an annulusA0 � �W. If A0\ K is empty thenA is also parallel toA0
in W� int N(K ). If instead A0 \ K is not empty, thenK � A0 and, asK is essential
on �W, so K is the core ofA0. Thus, A is parallel to the annulusN(K ) \ �W.

Lemma 6.5. K is an atoroidal knot inS3.

Proof. SupposeT is an incompressible torus inE. As both f (V) and W are
atoroidal, we may assume thatT intersects�W� int N(K ) only in a collection of loops
essential on�W and that each component ofT \ f (V) and T \W is an incompressible
annulus in f (V) and W, respectively.

Let A be a component ofT \ W, and consider the dichotomy contained in Lem-
ma 6.4. If A is parallel to an annulus in�W� int N(K ), then we can decreasejT \Wj
by an isotopy ofT . We may thus assume every component ofT \ W is an annulus
parallel in W � int N(K ) to �N(K ) \ W. In which case,T \ �W consists of loops
parallel to K in �W.

Now let A denote any component ofT \ f (V). By the preceding argument, both
components of�A are parallel toK in �W. Hence, A is parallel in the handlebody
f (V) to the annulusA0 on � f (V) bounded by�A. By the minimality of jT \Wj, so
A0 necessarily containsK .

We conclude thatT is the union of two annuli, one properly embedded inf (V)
and the other properly embedded inW and both parallel toA0. It follows that T is
necessarily peripheral inE, and henceK is atoroidal.

The setk [ � [ � divides �V into a pair of 3-holed spheres,P1 and P2. We now
define Si j to be equal tof (Pi [ A j ), for eachi , j 2 f1, 2g. Each is a genus 1 Seifert
surface forK and, by Lemma 6.3, each is therefore of minimal genus. Reindexing if
need be, we may assumeS11 and S22 intersect transversely along� and along�. Let
us abbreviateSi i to Si for both i 2 f1, 2g. Then, S1 [ S2 divides S3 into the following
three regions:
• W, a hyperbolic 3-manifold;
• The solid torus f (V0), bounded by f (A1) and f (A2), and
• A third region that containsS1 \ S2 and that is branched alongS1 \ S2. In partic-
ular, this region is not a 3-manifold.
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None of these regions can give a product region betweenS1 and S2. (Recall f (V0) does
not give a product region betweenA1 andA2.) It follows from the contrapositive of Propo-
sition 4.8 (2) in [13] thatS1 and S2 intersect essentially. In particular,d([S1], [S2]) � 2.
According to Corollary 1.3, the diameter ofG(K ) is at most 2. We conclude that the di-
ameter ofG(K ) is exactly 2. This completes a proof of Proposition 1.4.

7. An infinite class of atoroidal knots

The purpose of this section is to prove Proposition 1.6, offering a family of atoroidal
knots, parameterised by knot genus, each of whose associated graphs has diameter pre-
cisely the modulus of the knot Euler characteristic. In particular, their diameters grow
linearly with knot genus.

Given any non-negative integerg, pick a sequence of integersa1, a2, : : : , ag of
length g such thatja j j � 2 for every j . Let K be the 2-bridge knot whose slope is
represented by the continued fraction

[2a1, �2a2, : : : , 2a2g�1, �2a2g] =
1

2a1 � 1

2a2 + � � � 1

2a2g�1 � 1

2a2g

.

Then, the genus ofK is preciselyg. We show that the diameter ofG(K ) is equal to
2g�1 by using [13], where the structure of Kakimizu’s complexMS(K ) is explicitly
described. To recall, letT be a tree, withn := 2g vertices, whose underlying space is
homeomorphic to a closed interval, and letv1, v2, : : : , vn be the vertices ofT , lying
on the interval in this order. For each vertexv j we associate an unknotted oriented
annulusF(v j ) in S3 with a j -right hand full twists. Then,K is equal to the boundary
of a surface obtained by successively plumbing the annuliF(v1), F(v2), : : : , F(vn), and
this surface is a minimal genus Seifert surface forK . Moreover, every minimal genus
Seifert surface ofK is obtained in this way (see [2]).

There are 2n�1 different ways of successive plumbing, according asA j +1 is plumbed
to A j from above or from below with respect to a normal vector field on A j . Thus,
successive plumbing can be represented by anorientation of T, directing each edge in
one of two ways, by the following rule: If� is an orientation ofT , then we plumb
A j +1 to A j from above or below according as the edge joiningv j and v j +1 has initial
point v j or v j +1, respectively, with respect to�. See Section 2 of [13] for a more
detailed account.

We denote byS(�) the Seifert surface ofK determined by the orientation�. The
condition thatja j j � 2 for every j guarantees the correspondence� 7! S(�) determines
a bijection from the setO(T) of all orientations ofT to the vertex set ofMS(K ) (see
Theorem 2.3 of [13]).
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To describe the structure ofMS(K ), we introduce a few definitions. A vertexv j

of T is said to be asink for the orientation� of T if every edge ofT incident onv j points towardsv j . If v j is a sink for�, then letv j (�) denote the orientation ofT
obtained from� by reversing the orientations of each edge incident onv j . A cycle in
O(T) is a sequence

�1
v j1�! �2

v j2�! � � � v jn�1��! �n
v jn�! �1,

where (j1, j2, : : : , jn) is a permutation off1, 2,: : : , ng and�1, �2, : : : , �n are mutually
distinct elements ofO(T) such thatv jk(�k) = �k+1 for every k, where our indices are
considered modulon. According to Theorem 3.3 of [13],MS(K ) can be described
as follows:
• The vertex set ofMS(K ) is identified withO(T), and
• A set of verticesf�0, �1, : : : , �kg spans ak-simplex inMS(K ) if and only if it is
contained in a cycle ofO(T).

Moreover, MS(K ) gives a triangulation of the cubeI n�1 whose vertices are all
the corners of the cube (see Proposition 3.9 of [13]).

We now show that the diameter ofG(K ) is equal ton � 1. Identify O(T) withf�, +g(n�1) by identifying � 2O(T) with (�1,�2,:::,�n�1), where� j is + or� according
as the initial point of thej -th edge isv j or v j +1, respectively.

Lemma 7.1. For any two elements� and � 0 of O(T), we have d(�, � 0) � n�1,
where d denotes the edge-path distance inG(K ).

Proof. We prove the lemma by inducting onn. Note that if n is odd, so not of
the form 2g(K ), we may still consider a linear treeT with n vertices and a simplicial
complex with vertex setO(T). If n = 1, O(T) consists of a single element and the
lemma obviously holds.

Let � = (�1, �2, : : : , �n�1) and � 0 = (�01, �02, : : : , �0n�1) be two elements ofO(T),
where T has n vertices. Suppose first that�n�1 = �0n�1. Let T0 be the sub-tree ofT
obtained by deleting the last edge. By the inductive hypothesis, the distance between�0 := (�1, �2, : : : , �n�2) and � 00 := (�01, �02, : : : , �0n�2) in O(T0) is at mostn � 2. Since

every edge inO(T0) = f�, +g(n�2) lifts to an edge inf�, +g(n�2) � f�g � O(T), where� = �n�1 = �0n�1, we seed(�, � 0) is at mostn� 2.
Suppose next that�n�1 6= �0n�1. Let � 00 be the element ofO(T) obtained from� 0

by replacing�0n�1 with �n�1. Then, we have

d(�, � 0) � d(�, � 00) + d(� 00, � 0) � n� 2 + 1 =n� 1

and this completes a proof of Lemma 7.1.

Lemma 7.2. Let �� = (�,�,:::,�) and�+ = (+, +,:::, +). Then, d(��,�+)� n�1.
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Proof. Letw(�) be the number of + entries of� 2 f�, +g(n�1), so thatw(��) = 0
andw(�+) = n�1. The statement of the lemma follows once we provejw(�)�w(� 0)j �
1 for any edge (�, � 0) of G(K ). To prove this, observe that ifv j is a sink for� thenw(v j (�)) is equal tow(�), w(�) + 1, or w(�)� 1 according asj 2 f2, 3,: : : , n� 1g,
j = 1 or j = n. Let (�,� 0) be an edge ofG(K ). Then, f�,� 0g is contained in the vertex
set of a maximal simplex, ofMS(K ), which in turn is the set of all orientations for
some cycle, say

�1
v j1�! �2

v j2�! � � � v jn�1��! �n
v jn�! �1.

Since every vertex appears in a cycle, the above observationimplies the setfw(�1),w(�2), : : : ,w(�n)g consists of two successive integers. In particularjw(�)�w(� 0)j � 1,
and this completes a proof of Lemma 7.2.

By Lemma 7.1 and Lemma 7.2 we see that the diameter ofG(K ) is equal ton�1,
thus completing a proof of Proposition 1.6.

RESEARCH UPDATE. Roberto Pelayo’s thesis [12] became publicly available from
April 2007. The upper bound given in Theorem 10.1 of [12] is quadratic in knot genus
though is not computed. The argument found therein is based on minimal surface theory,
and is quite different from that given here in Section 3.

In August 2007, Jennifer Schultens [15] gave an elegant proof of the simple con-
nectivity of Kakimizu’s complex, using PL-minimal surfacetheory. In fact her argument
can be extended to prove that the second homotopy group of Kakimizu’s complex is also
trivial.

The Kakimizu conjecture remains open.
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